ST

1 WORLD:
Narrative

Friday Night Fright Fest Story Outline
Scene/Action

Sound

Open on the moon and an owl
hooting.
The little town is decorated for
Halloween.

Pan out from yellow moon to
show owl on branch
Continue panning down to show
aerial view of neighborhood.
Colored neighborhood
(suburban surrounded by
woods) with little pumpkin
décor & lap posts.

Hooting owl

In the moonlight the shadows of
children sneak out the back door
of their homes into the forested
woods.
The kids run through the densely
forested woods.

Cut one silhouette house (house
on corner and end of street) and
have silhouette of kids run out
towards forest area.
We see the kids pass above and
in front of the same aerial view
we had before to suggest they
climbed a hill overlooking the
view.

Rustling of leaves

Style
Papercutouts
(colored
)

Images

Arrive at scary house.

Kids stand in foreground while
the scary house remains in the
background.

Can have eerie music
begin.

They spy inside a dusty window.

Cut to window and we see the
back of the kids’ heads moving
around it trying to look in.
Transition into the house by
passing through the window into
living room. Living room is
primarily empty except for a
grandfather clock in the corner
and an old TV in the center. TV
is playing only static and white
noise.
Cut to an low angle shot of the
grandfather clock
Cut back to the TV, which
switches from static to a title
card (calligraphy: Kids Beware)
with kid friendly music on. And
a voice over narration: “and
now kids a few safety guidelines
before Halloween night…”

Can have kids shh-ing
each other.

Within the living room there is a
TV playing only static and white
noise.

The grandfather clock chimes
11:00 pm.
The TV flickers on.

Static noise

Chimes are loud and
blaring

color

2ND WORLD: NARRATIVE
A host appears on the screen.
welcomes in the children and
begins to tell them a story that
affects everyone on all Hallows
eve.

A title card appears with each rule
of what not to do tonight.

SCENE
The host sits on his chair, a
crow on his shoulder, looking
straight at the camera. His
mouth will move as the crow
hops around him and
occasionally makes a squawk.

Each title card will have
calligraphy on it with Rule #
and rule.
The host can slide the title card
away and move onto the next
one.
Rules end and the host begins to
The host speaks directly to the
tell its audience of how a little girl camera in a serious tone. He
was punished for not following the walks to the window and begins
Halloween rules.
telling the story as lighting and
thunder crash behind his
window.

SOUND
“Welcome children, I
hope you are ready for
the feast tonight. Before
going out tonight
remember to stay in
doors at the stroke of
midnight for HIM will be
out collecting his
offerings. No need to
worry, as long as you
stay in doors
and…(chuckles)…well
don’t repeat the same
mistake Nimmy did.
Follow these rules:”

STYLE
Color
papercutouts

IMAGE

3rd WORLD: NARRATIVE
We see Nimmy (with a bow on
her head) walking around alone
with a bag and licking a lollipop.	
  

SCENE
Transition: to silhouette style.
We see Nimmy (with a bow on
her head) walking around alone
with a bag and licking a lollipop
with town houses and a clock
tower in the background.

SOUND

No one was passing out candy
anymore.

She walks up to one house,
knocks on the door, and it is
opened. She holds out her bag
of candy in front of the door.
We see a hand come out and tell
her no. Nimmy stomps her foot
still holding out her candy. The
door is closed on her face.

“Skipping from house to
house collecting candy
she was not aware it was
approaching past curfew”
“The time of HIM was
approaching and no one
was passing out anymore
candy”

Design of homes: simple,
cottage like with fabric lace
curtains

STYLE
Transiti
on: to
silhouett
e style.

IMAGE

Nimmy upset that she can’t get
Nimmy turns around to begin
more candy decides to steal HIM’s leaving.
candy.
As she goes she kicks a
pumpkin smashing it.

Like a thief in the night she goes
around taking the offerings meant
for HIM

“Nimmy was not
satisfied with what she
got.”

The lights go out in all the
homes, only the street lights are
on.

“She wanted more but
everyone was already in
their homes, fearing
HIM. And then she got
an idea…”

Nimmy raises a finger to her
face (pondering).

“Everyone was leaving
out candy offerings for
HIM. She could just take
a little and no one would
ever know. Besides,
she’d never seen HIM
anyways, he probably
doesn’t even exist she
thought”
“house after house, she
took more than her
share”

We see her go from house to
house taking the bowls of candy
as her bag behind her grows in
size after every house.

See silhouettes of candy fall into
her bag.

HIM begins to emerge from the
woods.
Nimmy eats her candy under a
lamppost.

Cut to shot of the woods. We
see a black shadow behind the
leaves of trees rise
We see Nimmy crouched under
a lamppost stuffing her face
with candy.
She then pulls out an even
bigger lollipop that she begins
licking but then stops.

“Nimmy was too busy
eating from her bag of
candy to notice the
movement from the
forest”

She looks straight ahead.
Cut to shot of the long street
that goes out to the forest.

The clock strikes midnight.

Close on the face of the clock
tower hands striking twelve.

Chimes (we can have 12
chimes each hit with
every scene where HIM
gets closer and closer to
her until the final chime

The lights begin to go off as HIM
approaches

She stands up and leans forward
looking ahead of her.

and she dies)
“At the stroke of 12 she
now realized she was out
past curfew”

Cut to wide shot of the street
lights going off one by one
getting closer to her. As each
light goes off darkness
decreases the size of the wide
shot.
Nimmy drags her candy as she
tries to runaway.

Nimmy drags the bag of candy
behind her.

As Nimmy hauls her candy a rip
in her bag makes a trail.

She begins moving faster but
she rips a hole in her bag. The
candy falls behind her leaving a
trail that HIM follows.
Nimmy looks behind her (head
flips) & sees HIM’s shadowy
figure get closer. (flips head
back)

Nimmy sees the shadow of HIM
approaching.

Nimmy hides.

HIM approaches Nimmy
HIM takes nimmy.

“Afraid, she decided to
run back home. But
greedy & glutinous
NIMMY wouldn’t leave
her candy behind”

Nimmy hides behind a tree next “Poor Nimmy only too
to the last remaining lamppost.
late seeing the error in
She holds her face in her hands. her ways”
She licks her lollipop for the last
time.
A dark figure rises from the
ground and stands behind her.
She turns to see him (flips her
head).
HIM’s shadowy figure looms
behind her.
She raises her hands to her face
in fear before the shadow

consumes her.
The screen goes black.
The shadow looms behind her.
before the shadow consumes
her.
And then the screen goes black.

Nimmy’s bow drifts in the wind.

The door opens and a mother’s
hand holds the bow in her hands.

She calls out Nimmy’s name. But
only holds onto her bow and cries.

Cut to a bow (Nimmy’s bow)
drifting in the wind and lands on
a door, Nimmy’s house door
(the same one she left at the
beginning).
The windows of the house go
on. The mother’s figure walks
through the open windows.
Opens door and picks up the
bow in her hands.
Mother’s body steps out, pulls
arm up to her face and the
words “nimmy” display on
screen.

“no one ever saw her
again”

“her mother recognizing
her bow, called out for
Nimmy”

She holds her face in her hands.
We see what happened to Nimmy.

Next shot shows the outline of
the woods.

“HIM had his final treat”

Can
make

Nimmy’s head is on a stick, like
the lollipops she ate while being
held in HIM’s hands (long and
black with claws protruding out)
2ND WORLD: NARRATIVE
Return to the Host in the TV.

SCENE
Host turns away from the
window and faces the camera.
The host begins to laugh
sinisterly as he stares into the
camera.
The TV goes static and the
Narrator begins to morph into
HIM
TV screen goes black.

1ST WORLD:
The grandfather clock strikes
12:00 am and the kids scream.

Close up on face of clock and
the hands striking 12.

Cut to the kids outside of the
window as they scream.
They run back home spilling their Kids run back down the hill
candy with them. They knock over away from the haunted house.
a pumpkin.
As the run they knock over a
jack o’ lantern pumpkin on the
street.
The Jack o’lantern, the only light
source in the night, on it’s side
still flickers it’s last light until—
darkness.

SOUND
“So remember kids stay
safe! And never take
what isn’t yours.”

lollipop
and its
stick
standout
(color)
STYLE

IMAGE

